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INTRODUCTION

This IS an appeal from the Court ofAppeals de01sion reversing the judgment ofthe Franklin

Circuit Court which found that House Bill 246 ofthe 2017 Acts ofthe General Assembly violates

§§ 59, 60 and 156a of the Kentucky Constitution The Court of Appeals should be reversed and

the judgment should be reinstated on the grounds that the legislation 1s patently offensive to the

Kentucky Constitution

STATEMENT CONCERNING ORAL ARGUMENT

Appellees believe that the exchange of oral argument will ass1st the Court in its

consideratlon and ana1y51s of this appeal

J
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Introduction

This brlef is submitted by counsel, on behalf of Appellants, Louisv111e/Jefferson

County Metro Government Waste Management District (hereinafter referred to as

“LMGWMD” or “District”), Bob Schlndler, Chairman ofthe LMGWMD Board, and Greg

F1scher, Mayor of Louisville Metro Government This appeal challenges the

constitutlonality ofKRS Chapters 109 and 224 as amended in House Bill 246 (hereinafter

referred to as “HB 246” or the “Act”) The trial court correctly found that the Act which

11m1ts the authority ofthe District because it is Situated 1n a consolidated local government,

and which enhances the authority ofthe Appellees, to the exclusion of other cities of equal

class because they lie in a consolidated local government, is repugnant to the Kentucky

Constltution in the following ways

1 Ky Const §59 and §60 in that it amends a general law so that 1ts

amendments apply only in Jefferson County without a substantial and reasonable

Justlfication for doing so; and

2 Ky Const § 156a in that it amends a general law to give home rule cities

in Jefferson County authority which does not “apply equally to all cities within that same

class1f1cation ”1

Relying on a nebulous standard, the Court of Appeals reversed the trial court with

circular reasonmg and minimal analy51s The court concluded that an Act amending

J general legislation so as to provide for the dimlnutlon ofauthority in one county differently

from all 1 19 other counties, was merely “governmental in nature,” and not speCIal and local

leg1slation prohibited by Ky Const §§ 59 60 and 156a It likewise concluded that the

l

1 The trial court Opinion and Order is attached as Appendlx 2



augmentation of the power of home rule elties in one county differently from home rule

Cities 1n all other 119 counties was merely “governmental in nature” and not

unconstitutlonal Nowhere in the opinion is “governmental 1n nature” defined or

explained 7' It begs the questlon, what legislatlon concernlng the powers of local

government isn’t governmental in nature?

The Appellees have the burden to Show substantial and reasonable justification for

the offens1ve classification They have not and cannot meet this burden The Franklin

Circu1t Court Judgment is sound and should be reinstated

Statement of the Case

KRS Chapter 109 was enacted as a general law applicable to all counties in

Kentucky in 1978 The statute g1ves counties and waste management dlstricts the power

to own, operate, and regulate solid waste management facilities Prior to HB 246, KRS

109 041 applied equally to all Kentucky cities and gave counties, not cit1es, the power to

regulate SOlld waste management within their borders

KRS Chapter 109 resulted from a special sess1on of the General Assembly in

response to growing concern over the management and disposal of solid waste 1n

Kentucky It contained an extensive recitation of 1ts findings, purpose and intent in KRS

109 011 includlng

; (5) That as a result of the conditions described in the foreg01ng findings, problems
of solid waste collection, management, and treatment, and resource recovery
activ1t1es in connection therewith have become a matter of statewide concern

J: necessrtating action by the General Assembly to

1

2 The Court of Appeals decision 1s attached as Appendix 1
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(a) Enable responsible planning and management agenc1es to be created to define

solid waste management requirements, with all of the foregorng subject to regulation by

the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet;

(b) Assist those units of government primarily responsible for the management of

solid waste and the acqulsltlon, financmg and operation of facrlities to dispose of solid

waste to fulfill their functlons in a responsible and proper manner w1th primary emphasis

on the regwnalzzatwn ofthesefuncttons, and

(0) Reduce the amount ofsolul waste generated and (Imposed oftn Kentucky,

(Appellants’ emphasis)

Other solid waste management legislation and history are significant in

contemplation of the ratlonale for the amendments contained in HE 246 In 1991, then

Governor Wallace Wilkinson declared a “state of emergency” 1n the Commonwealth 1n

relat1onsh1p to the management of Kentucky’s solid waste In response, the General

Assembly created a “Sohd Waste Management Legislatlve Task Force ” KRS 224 43 070

In KRS 224 43 010, “Policy and purpose; priorities for solid waste management practices,

findings related to solid waste management plans,” the legislature again recounted specific

findings and purposes for the handling of SOlld waste in Kentucky, 1nclud1ng

The General Assembly finds that counties and waste management

dlStl‘lctS, when enabled by complete and accurate information relating to the

municipal solid waste collectlon and management practices w1thin the solid

waste management area, are tn the best p0s1tton to make plans for

mumapal solzd waste collectton servtces for Us etttzens The General

Assembly also finds that ass1stance from the cabinet, combined with state

finanCIal incentives, can a1d counties and waste management districts with

implementing solid waste management plans (Appellants’ emphasrs)

i The District was created pursuant to the enabling legislation contained in KRS

109 115 It was created as a non taxing waste management district 1n 1990 The District

I has county authority under KRS 109 041 as follows

It is hereby determined and declared that in the implementation,

acquisition, financrng, and maintenance of SOlld waste management

3
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facilities, and in the enforcement of their use, counties Will be performing

state functions duly delegated to them for the public welfare In such regard,

the right of counties to condemn land necessary for the acquisition of solid

waste management facilities pursuant to the Eminent Domain Act of

Kentucky and to exercise the police power in respect thereto is confirmed

Any county may contract with third parties for the management by public

or private means of solid waste within the county

Since its creation 30 years ago, the District has acted in compliance with its

statutory authority to consolidate/regionalize all solid waste management within the

boundaries ofJefferson County, whether the waste was generated within the then first class

city of Louisville, lesser classed cities, or unincorporated areas of Jefferson County

In 2003, pursuant to KRS Chapter 67C, the governments of the City of Louisville

and County of Jefferson were merged into a consolidated local government Pursuant to

KRS 67C 113, this consolidation of local governments had no effect on the Districts

authority to continue the consolidated city/county functions it already had been performing

successfully for 13 years 3

In 2014, in compliance with its statutorily mandated directive “to reduce the amount

of solid waste generated,” the District passed a regulation4 prohibiting the collection of

yard waste in plastic bags This minor change prov1des a ma]or environmental impact yard

waste collected in plastic bags goes to the landfill, whereas yard waste collected in paper

bags may be processed for reuse at a composting facility

J 3 KRS 67C 113 provides All taXing districts, fire protection districts, sanitation districts, water districts,

and any other special taxing or service districts of any kind existing upon the successful passage of the

question to consolidate a city of the first class and its county shall continue in exrstence unless dissolved in

1 the manner prescribed by law and shall continue to eerCise all the powers and functions permitted by the
Constitution and the general laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky

4 The Regulation is attached as Appendix 3
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On March 21, 2017, and pursuant to its emergency clause, HB 246 became law with

the signature of Governor Bevin With the exception of Section 55 of the Act, the

Amendments are expressly limited in their application to “counties containing a

consolidated local government,” in other words, Jefferson County In brief, below are the

changes wrought by HB 246

0 Section 1 prohibit the District from regulating solid waste from any

muni01pality located in the geographic area of the District and prohibit the

District from regulating munic1pal waste haulers and charging fees;

0 Section 2 create a new Board with two new pos1tions mandating that the mayor

appoint to the District board a member “submitted by the organization

representing the largest amount of cities within the county which does not have

statewide membership [Jefferson County League of Cities],” and, he shall

appoint a member “submitted by the aSSOCIation representing the largest

number of waste management entities operating within the county [National

Waste and Recycling Association] ”6

0 Section 3 repeal all regulations of the Board during the preceding 5 year

management plan, unless reenacted by the new Board Excludes Board rules

and regulations from enforcement in cities, unless approved by the city

0 Section 4 authorize municipalities to opt out of the District’s solid waste

management plan

0 Section 6 abolish the current District Board

0 Section 7 stated purpose and declaration of an emergency 7

At a more granular level, HB 246 strips the District of specific tools needed to

effectively manage solid waste in the region To start, the measure prohibits the District

} 5 Section 5 of the Act amends the statute as it relates to the responSIbility of individual property owners

This section of the Act is a general law With state Wide application This section is not part of the

constitutional challenge here

6 The trial court found that this section of the amended statue relates to the organization and structure of

local government No appeal was taken from this finding

7 HB 246 is attached as Appendix 4
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board, commonly referred to as the “109 Board,” from charging any of the approximately

83 cit1es within the county a fee based upon the comp051tion of the city’s solid waste

stream

The consolidated local government or waste management district

shall not charge a city within the county containing the consolidated local

government any fee that is based, d1rectly or indirectly, on the

compositlon of the SOlld waste stream of that olty if the solid waste stream

ofthat city is in conformity with state and federal law for the use ofthe solid

waste management facflity receiving the waste [HB 246 Sec l(14)]

No other county 1n the state is sub] ect to such a restriction

In addition, HB 246 prohibits the enforcement of regulations adopted by the 109

Board within a city inside the county containing a consolidated local government until the

legislative body of the City approves the regulations

These rules and regulations shall not be enforceable Within the

boundaries of the city until approved by the legislative body of the city

HB 246 additionally allows municipalities Within a consolidated local government,

but not any other cities in Kentucky, to, by ordmance, specifically opt out of the District’s

sohd waste management plan Thus, only the approximately 83 cities ins1de Jefferson

County can opt out oftheir county sohd waste management plan no other city in any other

county 1n the state IS given that same authority

HB 246 also declares vacant all seats on the board of directors for waste

management districts within a county containing a consolidated local government (in

application, only the 109 Board in Jefferson County), and changes the composition of the

’ board HB 246 also sets term limits only for the 109 board in Jefferson County The

composition ofthe boards in all other counties remains as it was prior to HB 246

6
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‘ HB 246 further provides for a sunset of rules and regulations enacted after the

adoption of the most recent solid waste management plan on August 31, 2017, or when a

new solid waste management plan is approved by the department No other county’s solid

waste regulations would sunset in this manner Significantly the only District regulation

repealed by this section is the plastic bag ban

In sum HB 246 amends KRS Chapters 109 and 224 that once applied equally to

all Cities and counties in the state, to treat consolidated local governments (Jefferson

County) and the approximately 83 cities located inside Jefferson County differently than

all other cities and counties in the rest of the state The only stated reason for treating

counties containing a consolidated local government differently than all other counties in

the state is, according to the legislation, that “the citizens of counties containing a

consolidated local government will be better served by a reconstituted waste management

district board that is more diverse and representative and responsive to the populace ”

HB 246, Sec 7 No other purpose or legislative history were made of record in the action

Standard ofReview

Appellate courts review a trial court‘s summary Judgment ruling de novo

Blankensth i2 Collzer 302 S W 3d 665 668 (Ky 2010)

W

The Act creates a sweeping, and as demonstrated below, nonsensical, increase in

the authority of municipalities in Jefferson County, to the exclusion of cities of equal

classes in all 119 other counties in the Commonwealth while at the same time pulling the

teeth ofregionalized waste management in Jefferson County These uneven changes have

7
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the effect of dismantling the District’s authority and frustrating the intent ofKRS Chapter

109 by splintering the District’s regionalized solid waste management plan The changes

in HE 246 are not only illoglcal in relationshlp to the extensrve legislative findings set out

in KRS Chapters 109 and 224, they are constitutionally prohibited The Franklin Circuit

Court judgment is sound and should be reinstated because the Act is undenlably special

and local legislation which 1) does not relate to the organlzation or structure of local

government; and 2) lacks any substantial and reasonable basis for the classification singling

out the District and Appellants

I The Act Constitutes Special and Local Legislation Prohibited By §§ 59
and 60 of The Kentucky Constitution

With passage of KRS Chapter 109 nearly 42 years ago, the General Assembly

enacted state wide general legislation enabllng the creation of solid waste management

districts Because it created the districts, the General Assembly has the absolute authority

to uniformly limit the powers ofwaste districts But that is not what HB 246 does Instead,

it plays favorites The Act s1ngles out and discriminates against only Jefferson County by

emasculating the District’s authority, and 1t s1ngles out and favors only Jefferson County

munic1pa11ties (to the exclusion of all other Kentucky mun1c1palities of equal classes)

through augmentation of then authority

1 The act IS repugnant to Ky Const §59 and §60, in that 1t is special and local

legislatlon Ky Const §59 provides, in pertinent part “[W]here a general law can be made

applicable, no special law shall be enacted ” §59 is complimented by Ky Const §60 which

prov1des “The General Assembly shall not indirectly enact any special or local act by the

; repeal 1n part ofa general act, or by exempting from the operation ofa general act any city,

town, d1strict or county; The purpose of §§ 59 and 60 is to ensure that all laws based

8



upon a certain subject shall be applied and operate equally on all individuals and

corporations See City ofLouzsvzlle v Kuntz 104 Ky 584 47 S W 592 (Ky 1898)

The Act is speczal legislation prohibited by § 59 because it amends a general act so

as to discriminate specifically against the District and Simultaneously favor Appellants

The Act contains local legislation prohibited by § 60 because it specifically targets the

District for application of the Act Because the Act limits by geographic location the

application ofthe decades old statute of general application, the statute 1S undeniably local

legislation The Act destroys equal application of the law on all individuals and

corporations

The Act’s class1fication of “all” consolidated local governments 1S merely a ruse

for discrimination against the District directly and only The courts have long recognized

the distinctive relationship necessary to avoid application of §§ 59 and 60 The court’s

analysis in Manmm v McFarland 294 Ky 837 172 S W2d 631 632 (Ky 1943) is

instructive in distinguishing the necessary relationship between the purpose of the statute

and its classification The court reasoned

In construing sections 59 and 60 this court said in Safety Building

& Loan Co v Ecklar 106 Ky 115 50 S W 50 51 We assert it to be

elementary that the true test whether a law is a general one, in the

constitutional sense, is not alone that it applies equally to all in a class,

though that is also necessary, but, in addition, there must be distinctive and

natural reasons inducing and supporting the classification A law does not

1' escape the constitutional inhibition against being a special law merely

because it applies to all of a class arbitrarily and unreasonably defined ” Id

5 For more than a century now, it has been the law of the Commonwealth that

numbers alone provide an insufficient constitutional basis for claSSIfication “[W]here the

1
subject is one of general application throughout the state, and has been so treated in a
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1

general scheme of legislation, distinctions favorable or unfavorable to partlcular locahtles,

and rested alone upon numbers and densrty of population, are 1nv1d10us, and therefore

offensrve to the letter and spirit of the Constitution ” James v Barry, 138 Ky 656, 128

S W 1070 1072 (Ky 1910) followed in Umted Dry Forces v Lewzs 619 S W 2d 489

491 (Ky 1981) The amendments of HB 246 fall squarely Within the prohlbition of th1s

firmly established century old legal standard

The general scheme oflegislatlon 1n Chapters 109 and 224 w1th general application

throughout the state for 42 years, was amended to apply only in Lou13ville/Jefferson

County Whlle the legislative h1story is lacking, Appellees have argued that the size of

Jefferson County contaimng more 1nd1v1dua1 home rule elties than other counties provides

a rational for it to be treated differently than other counties in the Commonwealth As

Commissioner Stanley so succ1nctly and eloquently put it “The ‘bigness’ of Louisville

does not, in our opinion, afford a reasonable difference or a ground for the special

legislation Czty ofLouzswlle v Klusmeyer 324 S W 2d 831 834 (Ky 1959)

In substance, HB 246 takes an establ1shed statutory scheme generally applicable to

all counties/waste districts and creates two new sub classes On the one hand, there IS a

new sub class of Waste Management Dlstrict, the one operating with1n Jefferson County

On the other hand, there is a new super class of home rule city, those incorporated in

Jefferson County These substrata of classes, taken from a natural/general class to create

unnatural classes, have long been prohibited by the constitutional hmitatlons of §§ 59, 60

and 156a

i It is generally established in th1s and other jurisdictlons to which our

investigatlon has extended that 1n order for a law to be general 1n its

‘ 10



constitutional sense it must meet the following requirements (1) It must

apply equally to all in a class, and (2) there must be distinctive and natural

reasons inducing and supporting the classification (Citations omitted)

The second requirement is as essential as the first The Legislature

can not take what may be termed a natural class of persons, split that

class in two and then arbitrarily designate the dissevered factions of the

original unit as two classes and thereupon enact different rules for the

government of each It is equally well establlshed that the classification

must be based upon some reasonable and substantial d1fference in kind,

Situation or circumstance which bears a proper relation to the purpose ofthe

Statute Clting Rzed v Robertson, 304 Ky 509, 200 S W 2d 900, 12

Am Jur page 156, Section 482, Constitutional Law (Appellants’ emphasis)

Schoo v Rose 270 S W 2d 940 941 (Ky 1954) (citations omitted)

HB 246 purports to do exactly what is prohibited by Schoo s conclusion It takes the

general classificatlon of Waste Management Districts and splits it into two, the one in

Jefferson County and all others across the state Then without any rational basis, the statute

arbitrarily establishes different powers for the two d1ssevered groups In like manner, the

Act creates a new classification of home rule 01t1es, those incorporated in a consolidated

local government, and Without a rational basis, arbitrarily establishes new powers for them

There is no reasonable and substantial difference in kind for th1s div1sion and redistributlon

of powers The Court of Appeals should be reversed and the judgment of the trial court

should be reinstated

II The Act Does Not Satisfy Any Exceptlon to The §§ 59 and 60 Prohibitions

Because the Act is unconstitutlonal on its face, the only relevant question is whether

the Act satisfies 61ther permlssible exception to the constitutional prohibition There are

J two exceptlons to the rules prohibiting special or local legislation In Louzsvzlle/Jejj‘erson

County Metro Government v 0 Shea s Baxter 438 S W 3d 379 (Ky 2014) this Court
1

articulated the standard

1 11



[a] legislative classfiication according to population and its density,

and according to the d1v1sron of citles 1nto classes, will be constitutional

under the frame work of Sectlons 59 and 60 only if (1) the act relates to the

organization and structure of a city or county government or (2) the

classrficatlon bears ‘a reasonable relation to the purpose of the Act ’ Id, at

383 Quotlng Mannmz v McFarland 294 Ky 837 172 S W 2d 631 632

(Ky 1943)

0 Shea s Baxter, at 383

The Act fails to satisfy either exception

A The Act Does Not Relate To The Organization or Structure of Local

Government

None of those sections of HB 246 that are challenged in this appeal deal with the

organlzation and structure of c1ty or county government The preamble to HB 246 states

that it is “AN ACT relating to SOlld waste management and declaring an emergency ” If

the Act dealt with the orgamzat1on and structure of a consolidated local government, it

would come in the form ofamendment to KRS Chapter 67C and not by way of amendment

to a general law But the legislature made no effort to amend any of the powers granted to

the consolidated local government in its enabling/charter leglslation, KRS Chapter 67C

The court in Mannmz found it Slgnlficant that the unconstitutional amended statute there,

“now appears not in the charter of fourth class cities, but 1n the chapter dealing with

alcoholic beverages [a general law] ” Mannmz, p 631 (Appellants’ emphasrs) Appellees

mistakenly relied on Logan v Czty ofLouzsvzlle 142 S W 2d 161 (Ky 1940) below to

argue that the legislature can amend local governmental powers w1thout offendlng §§ 59

and 60 of the Constitution But Logan proves the Appellants’ point The legislation there

J dealt spe01f1cally with the charter of first class cities, the enabling act, which is

understandably the organization and structure of government This is not the case here
I

where the amendment is to a general law

‘ 12



HB 246 does not deal with the organization and structure of city or county

government Reference to organization implies legislation that would enable the creation

of a form of government, whereas, structure implies creation of the components of a

government A prime, and in this case controlling, example of acts relating to the

organization or structure of local government is found in HE 246 Sec 2 In this section,

the General Assembly directly adjusts the compos1tion of the Board It organizes the

creation of the board by providing for the mayoral appointment of a set number of

members, and it establishes the structure of the board by identifying membership

qualifications and terms of service The trial court found and concluded that this section

plainly relates to the organization and structure of local government No appeal was taken

from this conclus10n

The Appellees’ argument below that all sections of HB 246 merely relate to the

structure and organization of local government is simply not true HB 246 Sec 2 changes

in Board comp031tion notwithstanding, the Act makes substantive changes in the authority

of the Board to act Taking away the authority of the Board to regulate solid waste

generated by Cities within the District is substantive and has nothing to do with the

District’s organization or structure Prohibiting the Board from licensing and regulating

solid waste haulers within the District is substantive and has nothing to do with the

District’s structure or organization Granting cities veto power over Board regulations is

; substantive and has nothing to do with either the organization or structure ofthe District or

the cities within

Appellees seek to av01d the 0 Shea s Baxter holding that the Act must relate to the

j “organization or structure” oflocal government in an effort to meet the exception Instead,

l 13



Appellants want to rely on an earlier expression contained in Jefferson County Police Merit

Bd v leyeu 634 S W2d 414 416 (Ky 1982) which states the exception as one of

“organization or mczdents” of local government or is “governmental in nature ” The

Court’s reasoning in leyeu is more conclusive than analytical Its restatement of the

Manmm standard as “governmental in nature,” glosses over the holding in Mannmz In

Mannzm, the standard was articulated as

[A] classification according to population and its density, and according to the
division of cities into classes, is not a natural and logical classification and cannot

be sustained unless the act pertains to the organizatton orgovernment ofcures and
towns or is metdent thereto, or unless the classification has a reasonable relation

to the purpose of the Act Manmm, p 632 (Appellants’ emphasis )

The highlighted first prong of the test obviously relates to the organizing, as in chartering

legislation of local governments, not the amendment of general laws Mannini makes this

clear in its reliance on James v Barry as the “best considered case,” when quoting

But where the subject is one of general application throughout the state, and has

been so treated in a general scheme of legislation, distinctions favorable or
unfavorable to particular localities, and rested alone upon numbers and density of
population, are invidious to the letter and spirit ofthe Constitution Manmm, p 633

Whether leyeu is an anomaly or an undeveloped expression of the law, it results

in an ambiguous standard to follow It is apparent that the law progressed in expression to

that in 0 Shea s Baxter because almost any law relating to local government, no matter

how invidious, could be argued to be governmental in nature Unfortunately, the Court of

Appeals bit on the Btlyeu phrase ‘ governmental in nature, to the exclusion ofthe standard

enunciated in 0 ’Shea s Baxter throughout its opinion

14



B There is No Substantial and Reasonable Basis For The Act’s

Discriminatory and Biased Classifications

The second exception to §§ 59 and 60 prohibitions has no application either The

Act’s classzfz‘caz‘zon for consolidated local governments bears no reasonable relatzon to the

purpose of the Act In fact, con31dered in relat1onship to the lengthy stated purposes of

Chapters 109 and 224, it is nonsensical

The General Assembly enacted KRS Chapter 109 for the expressed purpose of

regionahzing solid waste management The legislature reiterated its intention that counties

or waste districts should have the authority over the management of solid waste in its

amendments to KRS Chapter 224 1n 1991 In d1rect subversion of these stated purposes,

HB 246 decentralizes and splinters the regionalization of waste management mto as many

as 83 different management areas in Jefferson County alone In a county where the need

for regionalization would seem the greatest, noth1ng could be more 1rrat10na1 in relationship

to the express purposes of Chapter 109 than to localize waste management to each

municipahty 1n Jefferson County HB 246 1rrat10nally undoes the fundamental intent of

KRS Chapter 109 The new and limited classification begs for an answer to the question,

why

Apparently relying on the argument ofAppellees, the Court ofAppeals applied the

equal protectzon (least restrictive) standard to determlne whether there may be a rational

basis for the challenged legislation But this is not the question in a challenge brought under

f §§ 59 and 60 of the Kentucky Constitution The question that must be answered here is

whether there IS a substantial and just1fiable reason for the classzficatzon establlshed 1n the

Act The Const1tution demands it See Tabler v Wallace 704 S W 2d 179 185 186 (Ky

1985) No natural, distinctive, substant1a1 nor justifiable reason for the classifications have
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been proved Demonstrating a lack of understanding of the issue, the Court of Appeals

criticized the trial court, finding

We first note that while the trial initially cited the correct standard from O’Shea’s

Baxter as espoused in Manmm, as well as its predecessors and progeny, it failed to
conSider the purpose of the amendments KRS 109 041 KRS 109 115 KRS
109 120 KRS 224 43 340 and KRS 109 310 when determining whether HB 246

complied with same Instead the trial court looked to KRS 224 43 010(6) KRS
109 011(5) KRS 109 011(6) and KRS 109 011(11) in its determination ofwhether
the classification in HE 246 “has a reasonable relation to the purpose of the Act”

Citing Manmm 172 S W 2d at 632 [Opinion at p 18]

The Appellees and the Court of Appeals both misconceive the rational basis

standard to be applied In an effort to recast the standard into a “can’t lose” metric for them

below, the Appellees argued the question is “whether HB 246 bears a ‘reasonable relation’

to its purpose ”8 Follow1ng this argument, and without analysis, the Court ofAppeals was

satisfied to conclude, “It IS also apparent from reading the amendments and the title of the

statute being amended that the amendments ‘bear a reasonable relation to the purpose of

the Act’ as required under the second prong of the Manmm test ”9 This conclusion misses

the p01nt ofManmm and its progeny The question is not whether the amendments bear a

reasonable relationship to the Act, the question 1S whether the classzficatzon bears a

reasonable relationship to the Act This relationship must be “substantially more than

merely a theoretical bas1s for a distinction ” Yeoman v Com Health Policy Bd , 983

S W 2d 459 468 (Ky 1998)

Appellees’ briefs below criticized the trial court’s reliance on the history and

purpose of the statute being amended They argued that court made “straightjackets” of

l

1 8 See, page 4 of each Reply Brief filed below by National Waste & Recycling Association, Kentucky
Chapter, Commonwealth and Secretary Snavely, and Jefferson County League of Cities

9 Opinion,p 21
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the original statute’s legislative purpose to extent that it “constitutionalize[d] the legislative

purpose of solid waste management for all time ”10

The argument that the court should 1gnore statutory purpose before the amendment

is a red herring The cla331fication created by HB 246 must be viewed 1n light ofthe statute

as amended and not in relation to the amendments standing alone Viewmg the amendment

in a vacuum would not allow the court to understand the 1nvidious nature of the

classification The court must appreciate the underlying statutory purpose to determine

whether a new classificatlon created by an amendment to that statutory scheme is

reasonable Consideration ofthe original statutory history and purpose that has for 40 years

had a general appllcation, is necessary to determine whether the Act as amended is in fact

speCIal legislation Without understanding the statute’s purpose before amendment, there

would be no baseline from Wh1ch to measure the Acts relationship to classification no

Act would be subject to challenge HB 246 does not stand alone, zt ZS an amendment to a

general statute and its valid1ty must be evaluated in that broader context The trial court

did not set out to constitutionalize the legislative purpose of solld waste for all time, rather,

it concluded that to change that general purpose, the leg1slature must do so with general

appllcatlon and not discriminately As suggested earlier, what the Creator glveth, he may

take away, but under our constitution, he must do so with an even hand

Searching for some justification for the classification, Appellees argue that the

substantive authority to charge fees, control waste streams, license haulers, adopt or Opt

4 out of regulations which was taken from the District and given to Jefferson County cities

i

10 Brief of Appellant below, National Waste & Recyclmg Association, Kentucky Chapter, p 14, and

appearing at about the same place in most of the other briefs filed for Appellants below
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is merely giVing a voice to the cities They argue they need this voice more than Covington

in Kenton County or Paducah in McCracken County

The attempted correlation between the transfer of powers and necessity of voice is

misguided Sec 7 ofthe Act is the single express1on ofthe purpose ofthe bill and provides

“the citizens of counties containing a consolidated local government will be better served

by a reconstituted waste management district board that is more diverse and representative

and responsive to the populace ” This purpose is completely satisfied by Sec 2 of the

bill prov1d1ng for a reconstituted board Sec 2 fulfills the stated purpose from its beginning

to its limited end Appellees’ efforts to shoehorn the other sections of the Act into its

singular purpose are untenable

The burden of satisfying constitutional scrutiny is on the party claiming validity of

the Act This burden alignment 1S clearly set out in Yeoman v Com Health Policy Bd ,

983 S W 2d 459 468 (Ky 1998) holding When asserting the validity of a classification

the burden is on the party claiming the validity of the class1fication to show that there is a

valid nexus between the clas31fication and the purpose for which the statute in question

was drafted There must be substantially more than merely a theoretical basis for a

distinction Rather, there must be a firm basis in reality ”

The operative question is not sub] ect to analysis under the simple equal protection

standard discussed in Elk Horn Coal Corp v Cheyenne Resources Inc , 163 S W 3d 408,

413 (Ky 2005), as relied on by the Court of Appeals The equal protection standard asks

i merely whether “there is any reasonably conceivable state of facts that could provide a

i
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rational basis for the classification ” The reasonably conceivable standard does not satisfy

§§ 59 and 60 scrutiny Tabler v Wallace at 185 186

The court s analy51s in Mannznz v McFarland 294 Ky 837 172 S W 2d 631 632

(Ky 1943) is instructive in distinguishing the necessary relationship between the purpose

of the statute and its class1fication The court reasoned

In construing sections 59 and 60 this court said in Safety Building & Loan

Co V Ecklar 106 Ky 115 50 S W 50 51 We assert it to be elementary

that the true test whether a law is a general one, in the constitutional sense,

is not alone that it applies equally to all in a class, though that IS also

necessary, but, in addition, there must be distinctive and natural reasons

inducing and supporting the classification A law does not escape the

constitutional inhibition against being a SpCClal law merely because it

applies to all of a class arbitrarily and unreasonably defined ” Id

The Court is urged to consider the question in the context ofthe Louzsvzlle/Jefi’erson

County Metro Government v 0 Shea s Baxter LLC 438 S W 3d 379 383 (Ky 2014) In

that case there was no doubt as to a rational basis for the legislation In relationship to a

social and economic statute relating to control over the sale of alcoholic beverages, it 1S

more than reasonably conceivable that the state has a legitimate interest in limiting the

number and concentration of liquor outlets But under a Ky Const §§ 59 and 60 analySis,

that was not the question and the statute was stricken down despite its apparent rat10nale

Because the question was what IS the justification for limiting application ofthe legitimate

state interest to Louisville; What is the Justification for the classification? The court could

find no Justification for the classification and declared it unconstitutional Id The same is

true for the matter before this court

J

In the case sub judzce, there is no distinctive and natural reason for the

A class1fication The rationales offered for the legislation below do not provide a rationale
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for the legislation’s classification Appellees relied on Kentucky Restaurant Assoc v

Louzsvzlle/Jeflerson County Metro Gov t, 501 S W 3d 425 (Ky 2016), whlch reliance is

misplaced They argued that this case demonstrates a unique authority granted to a

consolidated local government which satisfies a rational basis for the Act’s disparate

treatment of the District The Appellees rely on dicta in the case which acknowledges

In addition, Louisville Metro is categorized by statute as a first class

city and, in the year 2000, was afforded by statute a special privilege of

consohdating its government with that of the county to form one body for

governing the entire county KRS 67C 101 The General Assembly

determ1ned that Lou1sville Metro is “sufficiently different from those found

in other cities to necessitate thls grant of authority and complete home rule ”

KRS 83 410(4) (emphasis added) Therefore, Louisville Metro possesses

enhanced authority that is d1st1nct from other municipahties Yet, the

sovereignty of the state st111 rules supreme Id , at 427

The statute addressed by the Court there KRS 83 410(4) was enacted in 1972 It

predates KRS Chapter 109 which was enacted in 1978 The statute empowered Loulsville

to the same degree before the 2003 merger into a consolidated local government as it was

after the 2003 merger Neither merger nor the 48 year old authority ofLouisville can form

a rational basis for the Act’s discrimination against the Appellants

There IS yet another substantive reason Why Jefferson County munic1palities

location Wlthin a consolidated local government cannot form a rationale for the Act’s

discriminatory application Merger had no effect on e1ther the District’s authority or home

rule city authority In KRS 67C 111(1) the legislature provided

J All eit1es other than those of the first class located within the

territory of the consolidated local government, upon the successful passage

of the question to consolidate a city of the first class and its county, shall

4’ remain incorporated unless dissolved in accordance with KRS 81 094 and

shall continue to exercise all powers and perform the functions permitted
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by the Constitution and general laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky

applicable to the cities of the class to which they have been assigned

The very article permitting merger, expressly reserved all existing powers in other

municipalities located in the consolidated local government Similarly, the District’s

authority was expressly reserved in KRS 67C 1 13 Merger cannot be the rational bas1s for

granting additional authority to the Defendant cities here

The creative arguments that the transfer ofpower in Jefferson County 1S necessary

to give its municipalities a mice or equalize them with other municipalities in the state or

avoid the power of a consolidated local government have no foundation and are

impermiSSible guesses at a rationale In Tabler v Wallace, 704 S W 2d 179, 185 186 (Ky

1985), a case discussing the application of § 59, the Supreme Court found and concluded

One defendant conceded that the Justifications offered were self

contradictory, but argued that their contradictory nature was immaterial so

long as one or the other ofthe reasons is not irrational The creative abilities

of lawyers suggesting possible reasons after the fact does not suffice to

provide the kind ofjustification that is required for special legislation to be

valid under Section 59 of the Kentucky Constitution

Defense counsel’s arguments throughout have been to the effect that any

reason however imaginative that could have existed requires us to uphold

otherw13e discriminatory legislation On the contrary, there must be a

substantial and Justifiable reason apparent from legislative history, from the

statute’s title, preamble or subject matter, or from some other authoritative

source Id

The Appellants fail to identify any reliable source for their conjecture of a reason

to Justify the classification The limits of the plain language of Sec 7 of the Act do not

1 allow for the inclusion of the Act’s new class1fication and diVision of power beyond

reconstitution of the District Board It is not enough for the Appellees to imagine what

may be the Justification for the discriminate classification, there must be a substantial and
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Justifiable reason apparent from a history, title, preamble or subject matter or authoritatlve

source Here there is none

The status ofJefferson County as a consolidated local government bears no rational

relationship to the amendments contained in HE 246 Whether a solid waste management

district is operating in a consolidated local government or includes multiple counties makes

no difference in its ability to fulfill the requlrements of the general law

HB 246 is special and local legislatlon wh1ch is unconstitutional as a matter of law

III The Act Unconstitutionally Creates Disparate Treatment Among Cities of

the Same Class

Kentucky Constitution Section 156a states in part that “All legislation relating to

cities of a certain classification shall apply equally to all cities Within that same

class1fication ” Relymg on Mannznz, the Court of Appeals dismissed any substantive or

separate treatment of the constitutional challenge under § 156a Essentially the Court of

Appeals concluded that § 156a was of no independent effect This result 18 not permitted

under Kentucky law It is seminal law in Kentucky that laws are to be construed, “if

possible, so that no part of it is meaningless or meffectual ” Stevenson ex rel Stevenson

v Anthem Cos Ins Group 15 S W 3d 720 724 (Ky 2000) (internal citations omitted)

In Kentucky, cities were unt11 recently div1ded into six separate classes based upon

populatlon In 2014, House Bill 331 abolished the six tier class1fication system and

replaced it with a two class system F1rst Class (L0u1sville) and Home Rule Cities (all Clties

other than Louisville) Louisville’s current first class status stems from its structure as a

‘ consolidated local government
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In this case, HB 246 treats the approximately 83 home rule cla531fied Cities located

within Jefferson County differently than all other home rule cities Home rule cities within

Jefferson County cannot be charged a fee based upon the composition of their waste

streams and can avoid complying with any rules or regulations promulgated by the waste

management district until the legislative body of that city approves such rules, if ever If a

solid waste management district in a county other than Jefferson County enacted a ban on

plastic yard waste bags, it could enforce that ban on all cities located within the district In

Jefferson County that same ban could not be enforced except in cities that approve of the

ban In Jefferson County alone, c1t1es may opt out of the District’s plan altogether These

distinctions are not based on population or any other City characteristics Cities within

Jefferson County have a Wide range of populations from approximately 115 residents in

Hickory Hills to over 26,000 re31dents in Jeffersontown Similarly, the City ofMadisonville

in Hopkins County has over 19,000 residents and Columbus in Hickman County has 160

res1dents, yet while both are alike, they are subject to different requirements than Similarly

populated cities within Jefferson County

House Bill 246 is similar to KRS 81 195, which was found to be unconstitutional

by Kentucky 3 then highest Court Corbin v Roaden 453 S W 2d 603 603 (Ky 1970)

KRS 81 19011 was enacted in 1893 and is the general statute governing annexation by cities

of the third class 12 Id In 1954, KRS 81 195 was enacted and also governed annexation,

but only where the annexation involved a City of the third class located in two or more

i

H KRS 81 190 was later repealed
,; 12 As of January 1, 2015, Kentucky’s former ClaSSIficatlon system for cities, which contained six classes,

gagged to two classes First Class (Louisville) and Home Rule cities (all other Cities) House Bill 331
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counties Id In that case, KRS 81 195 required that the question ofannexation be submitted

to the voters living in the area proposed for annexation In contrast, KRS 81 190 did not

allow for a referendum by the affected voters relating to annexation by all other Cities of

the third class Id Citing Kentucky Constitution sections 156,13 the court found that “KRS

81 195 does not so much as purport to apply equally to all cities of the third class, but is

restricted expressly to those located in two or more counties It conflicts at first blush With

the requirement of Const §156 that all Cities of the same class ‘shall possess the same

powers and be sub] ect to the same restrictions ”’

Similarly, HB 246 on its face applies differently to home rule cities located in

Jefferson County and home rule cities located outSide ofJefferson County Home rule cities

inside Jefferson County, regardless ofpopulation or any other characteristic, have the right

to avoid compliance with regulations, aVOid payment of fees or opt out of the plan

altogether Home rule cities outs1de of Jefferson County have no such power Like KRS

81 195, HB 246 does not apply equally to all home rule cities and 1S unconstitutional in

Violation ofKy Const §156a

While there is no rational explanation ofhow home rule cities in Jefferson County

are different from home rule cities in the other 1 19 counties, the argument that their location

makes them unique is belied by Simple reference to KRS 67C 111 There the General

Assembly prov1ded in subsection (1) that

All cities other than those of the first class located Within the

J territory ofthe consolidated local government, , shall continue to exercise

13 Ky Const §156 was repealed in 1994 and replaced by Ky Const §156a and 156b The former §156 read
1 “all municipal corporations of the same class shall possess the same powers and be subject to the same

restrictions ” The current §156a states, “All legislation relating to Cities of a certain classification shall

apply equally to all cities within the same classification ”
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all powers and perform the functions perm1tted by the Constitutlon and

general laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky appllcable to the cities of

the class to which they have been as31gned

There is only one, unqualified, “home rule” classrficatlon of Cities in Kentucky

The obvious purpose ofHB 331 was to equalize all cities under the home rule classification,

first class cities excepted There is no subcategory for cities located within a consolidated

local government In short, because the legislature has already determined that creation of

the consolidated local government does not alter munlcipal function or authority and it

does not alter district function or authority, the Defendants have failed to demonstrate any

rational reason for the discrimination against the district or the augmentatlon ofmunicipal

authority in Jefferson County HB 246 is unconstitutional as a matter of law

The Act does not apply equally to all cities within the same classification Sec

156a must be read in harmony with Sections 59 and 60,14 so that even if a classrfication

were made in relationship to the organization or structure of government, it would have to

do so equally among the class HB 246 does not sat1sfy this requ1rement of equa11ty

Conclusion

On its face and as applied, HB 246 unconst1tut10nally discriminates against the

Appellants in violation of Ky Const §§59 and 60, and it unconstitutionally augments the

authority of cities located in Jefferson County in Violation of Ky Const §156a No

perrmssible exception to the unconstitutional clas51ficat10n applies Wherefore, the Court

of Appeals should be reversed and the Franklin C1rcuit Court Judgment finding that HB
l

14 Lewzs v Jackson Energy Coop Corp 189 s w 3d 87 91 (Ky 2005)
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246 (Sec 2 excepted) is unconstitutional and unenforceable as a matter of law, should be

affirmed

Respectfully subm1tted

MICHAEL J O CONNELL
JEFFERSON COUNTY ATTORNEY

gt: $CM
Peter F Ervin
Ass1stant Jefferson County Attorney
531 Court Place Suite 900

Loulsville KY 40202
(502) 574 6621
peter ervin@louisvilleky gov
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